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Abstract : When forging rods with diameters larger than 200 mm, excessive wear of the anvils often occurs. Worn 

anvils then inaccurately measure the continuous dimensions of forged bars. In response, it has been proposed to 

develop a new aiming method, which should use a laser camera to determine the inter-operational dimensions of the 

forged bars, taking into account the wear of the anvils. This information would be used to correct the forging 

algorithm and thus to refine the final forging operations. 
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1 Introduction 

The main idea of refining forging operations is to 

use the correction of the automatic program of forming 

operations of high-speed forging machines (RKS) 

using laser aiming. When forging shafts on high-speed 

machines, the anvils always wear out over time. In 

addition to the forming itself, these anvils also serve to 

measure the current diameter of the forged shaft from 

their current position. As these anvils wear in the order 

of millimeters, the required measurement accuracy is 

not guaranteed after a certain period of use. The 

proposed device uses the input image data from the 

camera to control the anvils and move the forging press 

so that the output of the forging is a forging of the 

desired shape. The solution is limited to forging 

rotationally symmetrical forgings [1]. 

 

2 Description of the innovated technology 

For this purpose, a system for automatic alignment 

of the forged shaft using a NIR camera (camera 

operating in the near-infrared region) was developed. 

The output from the camera is a luminance image, 

which is transferred via gigabit Ethernet in the source 

data to the control computer and further processed 

there. With the help of specially developed computer 

vision algorithms, a 3D model of the forging is 

reconstructed (a rotationally symmetrical body is 

assumed). The control system of the high-speed 

forging machine uses data from the described camera 

system to correct the actual dimensions of the forged 

shaft and then adjusts the forging mode in real time 

with regard to the detected wear of the anvils and the 

current shape of the forging [2, 3].  

 

 
 

Figure 1A  Photo of a 3D laser camera 
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Figure 1B  Photo of a Basler camera  

 

Figure 2  Photo of the focus and display of the forging in the 

scene 

 

3 Practical application 

The final practical use of the aiming system in 

forging was experimentally created at the workplace of 

the VÍTKOVICE HAMMERING a.s. high-speed 

machine, where the aiming is performed in the manner 

described above. The introduction of this measurement 

correction system created the possibility of automatic 

calibration of the anvil distance during the immediate 

forming process and also allows the operator to 

accurately control the dimensions and roughing 

allowances in real time.  

 

Figure 3  Photo of the high-speed machine and the camera 

with the cooler 

The camera itself is mounted on a special pole and 

is automatically guided to a moving forging. Data from 

a specially cooled camera communicates in real time 

with the Siemens control system. This method of 

immediate automatic correction of the control system 

of the high-speed forging machine using current data 

of forging dimensions (correcting the wear of anvils) 

has not been used in the Czech Republic so far. Thanks 

to this fact, the Industrial Property Office of the Czech 

Republic awarded this technology a utility model under 

number 32 227 entitled: Equipment for continuous 

wear correction of high-speed machine anvils. 

4 Rod fitting D400mm new technology  
 On the figures shows the assembly before starting 

the forging. The rounded ingot on the D700mm is 

located between the anvils of the high-speed forging 

machine from the edge. In Figure 4, the blank is shown 

in a 3D view after the first pass. The total deformation 

is set for automatic numbering. Figure 5 shows the 

second passage when forging through 8 edges at 

D620mm in section. Figure 6 is a 3D view of the third 

pass after 8-edge forging.  
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Figure 4 After the first 8-edge passage 

Figure 5  After the second 8-edge passage 

Figure 6  After the third 8-edge passage 

All simulation images are shown with a so-called 

„Total Equivalent Plastic Strain“. It is assumed that the 

entire cross-section of the forged bar will be 

sufficiently formed with a positive ultrasound check, 

assuming the standard internal quality of the starting 

ingot, if the total deformation is around 2 and higher. 

Laser aiming starts from the fourth pass until the final 

completion [4]. 

 

5  Conclusions  

 

This new technology can guarantee sufficient 

forging when forging bars with diameters smaller than 

approx. D360 mm. However, to achieve deformation 

resistance, it is not possible to prevent deformation of 

the anvils, so it is recommended to install laser aiming 

on the RKS to ensure accurate bar dimensions during 

forging. 

The use of a laser camera will allow the operator of 

the high-speed forging machine to more effectively 

control the intermediate dimensions of the forging. 

Before the introduction of this technology, it was 

necessary to check the wear of anvils using gauges, 

now the operator has this information in real time. 
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